Dear Vienna Newsletter Subscriber,
Happy New Year to you! We’re starting off 2022 with new offers including all of our Voices
and Vienna Suite products.

Major Discounts on Vienna Voices
The human voice is the the oldest and most expressive instrument ever, from breezing
and humming to screaming and whistling. Through the end of January we’re offering the
biggest savings ever on our Vienna Instruments choirs, solo voices, and the famous
Vienna Whistler.
Find all prices

HERE
Save 50% on Vienna Suite Pro!
Your sonic endeavors demand intuitive interfaces that effortlessly translate your musical
and technical ideas into brilliant sonic results, whether for individual track processing and
mixing or for the final mastering process. Vienna Suite Pro provides tools such as
Analyzer, Compressor, Hybrid Reverb, Imager, Power Pan, Surround Pan, and many
more, for musical processing in up to 12.2 surround formats.
What’s more, its predecessor Vienna Suite is available for an incredibly low price too, as
well as the upgrade to the Pro version!
Check out the prices and a demo

HERE

NEW: Synchron Harp
Try out our brand-new Synchron Harp and its own unique Synchron Harp Player with a
demo license! Play the harp like a piano or with the correct pedalizations to perform
beautiful glissandos on the white keys of your keyboard. Our introductory offer ends
on January 31!

HERE

NEW: Synchron Woodwinds
From elegant accompaniments to virtuosic performances to menacing low clusters and
everything in between, Synchron Woodwinds comes with a broad range of expressive
possibilities. This Collection includes 13 solo instruments and 7 woodwind
ensembles with brilliant performances. Our introductory offer ends on January 31!
Listen and watch

HERE
Best wishes from Vienna,
Your Vienna Symphonic Library Team
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